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ABSTRACT
Concerns for sustainability and the environmental
management processes that contribute to it, is of critical
importance to the future growth of cities throughout the
world. Cities located along river corridors, lakes and coastal waterways have a greater concern as human migration
to these areas has increased over the last several decades.
Bordered by water, these communities must make use of
limited land while protecting critical natural resources from
damage due to their continued growth.
From ancient times, such urban settlements and their ports
were intimately related in both functional and spatial terms
(Hoyle and Pinder) owing their prosperity to waters usefulness and ease in transportation and trade. In port cities
today, the symbiosis between water and human based
functions has changed dramatically, challenging cities
at times to reclaim industrial and derelict properties and
transform them into spaces that expand economic growth,
protect public health, the environment, and create a sense
of place for local residents.
The goal of this project is to identify design guidelines that
fall within the parameters of sustainable and smart growth
planning and develop a model for a sustainable waterfront
redevelopment project. The challenge in this project is to
develop a model that meets 3 distinct design criteria:
1. Restore the biological and physical structure of the
water and shoreline where possible.
WWW.SKYSCRAPER.COM
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2. Enhance the existing waterfront facade and
landscape.
3. Allocate space for the areas cultural, social and
public programs throughout the entire project.

ABSTRACT

I n t ro d u c t i o n

Coastal and waterfront communities around the world
have a distinct sense of place created by their history and
geographic location. Some of these once thriving maritime communities, over time have deteriorated into underutilized, obsolete and often contaminated properties.
Bordered by water, coastal communities are challenged
to make use of limited land, while protecting the natural
resources from the effects of urban growth. Taking advantage of and reinvesting in these pre-disturbed coastal
areas, communities can once again thrive, bringing value
back to both the economy and the community.
Living near or on the water historically has been and is
expected to remain very desirable. Take for example the
United States. In the U.S., coastal cities cover less than
17% of the land area yet 52% of the U.S. population lives
within that area, and that number is expected to grow
(Smart Growth manual 3). In third world countries that
number is even higher due in part to the number of jobs
available and the overall quality of life in these areas is
better.
Panama City is no different. The city is in the midst of its
own population explosion. At the beginning of European
settlement (1501), historians estimate that the entire
population (some 60 tribes) of what is now the Republic
of Panama was between 500,000 and 750.000. (U.S.
Library of Congress) Today, the city hosts a population of
just over 1.2 million people, roughly 52% of the countries
entire population. (U.S. Library of Congress).
According to the world bank, Panama is an uppermiddle income developing country that suffers from extreme income inequality affecting 40% of its population.
(World Bank.org)

www.atozmapsdata.com

With the continued population growth and increased
threats to coastal areas, designers, planners and governmental leaders must seek to integrate strategies which
discourage irresponsible development, while promoting
projects that celebrate jobs, public transportation, business and affordable living.
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gestion has paralyzed the entire city and puts pedestrians
in constant peril.

Courtesy of skyscrapercity.com

In recent years Panama has invested heavily in it’s
economy. Fueled by investments in infrastructure, transportation, maritime and tourism, it has maintained one
of the most positive growth rates in the region. However,
as Panama’s economy and population grows, greater
demand for land is placing pressure on its people and
the natural environments that initially drew residents and
visitors to the area.
In their eagerness for economic success, city officials
have allowed the city to grow in an unsustainable, design
centered approach. Where each project is seen as an
independent piece of real estate neglecting any consideration for surrounding buildings, streets, the natural environment or community involvement (PPS.org).
While this way of living initially had many advantages for
the city, the effects from their uncontrolled sprawl are now
showing up in the increasing alienation of a large segment
of the cities society. Land uses were poorly planned and
have been segregated from each other while traffic con-

In recent years Panama city has begun to address these
problems through projects that focus on reducing traffic
congestion and creating a green space that allows public access to the waterfront. However, the projects have
been criticized as being too car centric and fall short in
amenities. One of the cities most recent project, (Cinta
Costera Phase 1) was a monumental land reclamation
project that was to improve traffic flow while creating a
linear recreational greenbelt along the coast. The project
increased traffic lanes from 6 to 10 lanes, increasing the
auto’s foot print. It created a much needed green space,
however it is too one-dimensional (too much greenspace)
lacking in other pubic activities to draw people to the area.
The site also is populated by several large parking areas,
of which are separated from most of the park by the new
6 lane roadway. (Phase 2 of the project is currently under
construction).
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signs proposes wrapping Casco Antiguo and El Chorrillo
with either a 6 or 8 lane expressway and massive parking areas. These plans would greatly restrict the publics
right of access to the water and completely destroy the
character of one of the oldest inhabited settlement in the
America’s. If approved they would undoubtedly strip the
area from Unesco’s, World Heritage designation.
The final proposal envisions a multi-transit tunnel under
Casco Antiguo, day lighting it at AVE DE LOS POETAS
and converting it into a 4 lane expressway with a massive
infill project built out with commercial high-rise districts on
either side of the road.
To date, none of the submitted proposals have presented
a design with a vision that meets the needs of the community or preserves the character of this historic landmark.

Courtesy of www.newsroompanama.com

Proposed option: An 8 lane highway wrapping around Casco Viejo

This past year the city broke ground on the countries first
subway which initially will stretch 9 miles under the city. In
conjunction with the new subway system the president of
Panama is implementing a new Metro Bus Transit system to help alleviate the congestion. Current Buses are
privately owned and operated and are continually loaded
beyond their maximum capacity.
Recently city officials had requested proposals from
developers to submit designs to help in vision plans for
the historic district known as Casco Viejo. The submitted
designs thus far show a very shortsighted approach to design and creating a sense of place. The projects are very
car centric and void any concept in protecting the integrity
and historical context of the area. All but one of the de-
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Proposed option: A tunnel under Casco Antiquo daylighting at Ave De Los Poetus
Courtesy of www.youtube.com

INTRODUCTION
While these designs may be appropriate for some waterfronts a more sustainable approach to the design process
needs to drive the final outcome for Cinta Costera and the
Panamanian Republic.
The purpose of this project is to build upon the work Panama city has begun in improving their city and the social
inequalities that are prevalent. By following the methods
defined in the New Urbanism and Smart Growth principals
this study shall create a sustainable master plan that is
driven by the needs of the people; mixed-use development (such as housing, commercial/retail, recreation and
entertainment).
The study area encompasses the areas known as the
Amador Peninsula and part of the historic district of Casco
Viejo and el Chorrillo ( A UNESCO World Heritage Site).
More details regarding the study area and programing will
be defined in the Site Analysis and Application sections of
this document.
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METHODS AND APPROACH
GOALS:
1. Restore the biological and physical structure of the
water and shoreline where possible.
2. Enhance the existing waterfront facade and
landscape.
3. Allocate space for the areas cultural, social and
public programs throughout the entire project.
OBJECTIVES & OUTCOMES:
1. Define opportunities and constraints both inside and
outside the project area at a macro scale.
2. Develope a program using the principals of New
Urbanism and Smart Growth methods and develop a
model for future development.
3. Develope a master plan with the support of research
and collected data.

INTRODUCTION

CASE REVIEWS:
Several projects, both old and new were reviewed. Geographical location was not relevant to selection due to
the revival of restoring coastal waterfronts. Projects were
selected based on scale, and relevance to this studies
program.

PROJECT
IDENTIFICATION

SITE ANALYSIS:
As part of the site analysis process, several on site visits
took place during the summer of 2010. As part of the
site visits, an inventory of photos were gathered to define
the context for the project. The analysis also included
gathering data on ocean currents, climate, history, demographics, and land-use patterns.
APPLICATION:
Synthesis of the previous processes aided in the development of a list of programs which directed the layout
and design of the model for this study. After several pier
reviews and reiterations to the design, a final model and
master plan were completed.

APPLICATION

PROJECT
DESIGN
DESIGN

METHODS AND APPROACH:
Methods and Approach Include:
Problem identification, literature review, case study review, site analysis, interviews, and design application.
LITERATURE REVIEW:
The literature review was guided using the principal
elements from the New Urbanism, Smart Growth Planning, and elements defined by Projects for Public Spaces
(PPS). These elements include but not limited to:
Economic, Environmental, Sociocultural, Functional,
Aesthetics.

CONCLUSION

APPROACH

LITERATURE REVIEW

LITERATURE REVIEW
PLACEMAKING:
Placemaking is both an over arching idea and a hands-on
tool for improving a neighborhood, city or region. It has
the potential to be one of the most transformative ideas of
this century.” (Planning Council of Chicago, pps.org)
What makes a successful place? According to Project for
Public Spaces, great spaces can be defined as spaces
where social and economic exchanges take place. These
places can be as large as a public plaza, a college campus or as small as a neighborhood park or your front
porch. (http://www.pps.org) Where there are regular interactions or exchanges between friends, cultures and landuses a space can be defined as a great public space.

PLACEMAKING
•

Comfortable - Is the site perceived as being safe. Is it
clean, well managed and have pleasant seating areas.

•

Sociable - Does it draw friends and neighbors to it. Is
it inviting to strangers. Does it foster interaction between neighbors and strangers (pps.org)

The diagram below defines ‘PLACE’ in four key qualities:
Sociability, Uses and Activities, Access & Linkage, Comfort and Image. PPS has found that successful public
places can be defined by these four qualities pps.org

PPS has defined four key qualities that determine the success of a public place. They are;

•

Accessible - Are there connections to its surroundings,
both physical and visual. Are spaces easy to get to
and move through.
Activities - Are there things for people to do. Are
there activities to be enjoyed day and night. Are there
activities for men, women and children. Activities for

PLACEMAKING

different age groups.

PPS is a nonprofit planning, design and educational
organization that evolved to expand the works of William
Whyte, author of The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces.
Founded in 1975, PPS is dedicated to helping communities in creating public spaces that foster stronger communities. Partnering with state, federal and local government
agencies, neighborhood organizations and other civic
groups, PPS, assists stakeholders in transforming there
communities into great spaces. To date PPS has completed projects in over 2500 communities in 40 countries
and all 50 states (http://www.pps.org)

•

LITERATURE REVIEW

Courtesy of www.pps.org

Investment for a waterfront project is most likely to be
driven by high income (pps.org) but with proper planning
and building partnerships with the public, private and government agencies, waterfronts can be enjoyed by people
in all income levels.

Courtesy of www.pps.org

How can placemaking define a waterfront project?
Defining a waterfronts identity can be a monumental feat.
Once claimed by the ship industry, refineries and rail
yards, dependent on their proximity to water, these industrial icons have died out leaving behind desolate and in
some instances contaminated landscapes. Costing cities
and governments thousands of dollars to re-mediate the
clean-up. Those that have been refurbished have mostly
been limited to one dimensional uses like parks and ball
fields. Some have been turned into multi-lane roadways
or turned over to developers to build out the site with highrise commercial and residential development, blocking
public access to the water.
The revival to reclaim once degraded landscapes is
creating vibrant communities and spurring economic and
community growth. However, to be successful, waterfronts
need to have a mixture of many different land uses which
operate during different times of the day (noaa coastal
smart growth, 1996, 6). It must have a continuous walkable right of way with easy access to many diverse destinations. Waterfronts must also allow for both water and
non-water uses as well as protecting and restoring the
natural landscapes and their ecological systems (http://
www.oceanservice.noaa.gov)

Smart Growth was originally conceived as a reaction to
what many planners believed were undesirable features
of continuing growth through “suburban sprawl” (Burchell,
Listokin et al., 2000). Smart Growth is an effort, through
the use of public and private subsidies, to create a supportive environment for refocusing a share of regional
growth within central cities and inner suburbs (Burchell,
Listokin, and Galley, 2000 823). Brought about by visionary planners, developers and community activists, it has
quickly become mainstream in community development
throughout the world. Contrasting to conventional development that isolates typical land uses from one another.
Smart growth comprises the following activities;

Image courtesy of Aecom & djc.com
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SMART GROWTH:

SMART GROWTH PRINCIPLES
profit, and private actions to stimulate and support
community and neighborhood revitalization efforts.

3. Provide a range of housing choices: Provide housing
for a range of income levels, housing types, and accommodations for seasonal residents.

• In filling on vacant lands and redeveloping under
used and brownfield sites to accommodate future
development.

• Ensuring that the regional transportation system is
both functional and well represented in areas where
future developments to take place

4. Create walkable communities: Create walkable community with physical and visual access to and along
the waterfront for public use.

• Restoring and adapting existing structures, neighborhoods, and business areas to more effectively
serve market demands.

• Building an enhanced regional economy by improving
the links between major retail and employment centers (Burchell, Listokin, and Galley, 2000 823-824).

5. Foster distinctive, attractive communities: Develop
communities with a strong sense of place that capitalizes on the waterfront’s heritage.

• Designing buildings, neighborhoods, and specialuse centers to provide attractive, convenient, safe,
and integrated living and working environments

2. Inner-area revitalization
• Creating and orienting state, federal, regional, non-

instills a more efficient use of land and instills a sense
of community.

• Emphasizing inter-model and nonmotorized forms of
transportation

• Expanding opportunities for social and economic
interaction and cultural exchange

• Reducing or limiting potential growth outside closein areas in environmentally threatened lands and
habitats.

5. Transportation reorientation
• Improving regional access to all forms of goods and
services and cultural and recreational amenities

SMART GROWTH PRINCIPLES

• Expanding and evening-out local tax yields through
the location of public and private employment to provide funding for new and improved public services.

3. Design innovations:
• Creating and maintaining attractive, functional communities that focus on centers

1. Control of outward movement/growth controls
• Accommodating within close-in areas a larger share
of projected growth than would occur through current development trends.

LITERATURE REVIEW

• Improving infrastructure systems and community
amenities to support the above types of development
4. Land and natural resource preservation
• Developing more compact urban growth forms to
prevent further impact on threatened land resources
and natural habitats
• Promoting development that sustains the supply of
natural resources and their consumption over time

For coastal and waterfront communities the principles
of Smart Growth can aid them in making efficient investments when managing growth and development. Bounded by water these communities must provide for a variety
of land uses, typically within a very small matrix. Unlike
inland communities, coastal communities must consider
both Non-water dependent uses and Water dependent
uses and how to cohesively balance the two (www.noaa.
gov). By integrating the two, coastal communities can
better adapt to fluctuations in the economy, weather or
seasonal changes.

6. Preserve open space & critical areas: Preserve
openspace, farmland, and natural landscape areas
that characterize and support coastal and waterfront
communities.

Smart growth is defined by 10 principles. They provide a
frame work for coastal communities develop a clear vision
and guidance for their future growth.

9. Make development decisions predictable & fair: Make
development decisions predictable, fair, and costeffective through consistent policies and coordinated
permitting processes.

1. Mixed land uses: Mixing land uses creates vibrant,
sustainable communities. Communities become more
pedestrian friendly.
2. Take advantage of compact design: Compact design

7. Direct development towards existing communities:
Strengthen and direct development toward existing
communities and encourage waterfront revitalization.
8. Provide a variety of transportation options: Provide a
variety of land and water based transportation options.

10. Encourage community & stakeholder collaboration:
Encourage community and stakeholder collaboration in development decisions, ensuring that public
interests in and rights of access to the waterfront and

LITERATURE REVIEW
coastal waters are upheld. (http://www.coastalsmartgrowth.noaa.gov)
In addition to community collaboration, site specific build
-ing and zoning codes can assist a community with their
vision. Having appropriate zoning codes, communities
can manage and maintain an appropriate balance of
mixed uses, building set-backs, height/width limits, and
facade guidelines (http://www.noaa.gov). Implementing zoning codes will protect a communities growth and
insure a more vibrant cohesive waterfront.

NEW URBANISM
New Urbanism:
New Urbanism involves fixing and infilling cities, creating
compact towns and villages and integrating mixed uses
(www.newurbanism.org). The principals of New Urbanism
are so essential to planning and creating better cities that
it has become and international movement,(http://www.
noaa.gov) reviving the way communities have been built
for decades.
This approach evolved in the early 1900’s where pedestrian scale neighborhoods were the norm.
By focusing development in compact nodes it brings
destinations to a more human scale, in sharp contrast to
today’s sprawling communities. New urbanism promotes
the use of light rails, and trains as well Incorporating
renewable technologies into the design reducing carbon
emissions. A key measure of connectivity is how accessible communities are to people with physical abilities and
financial resources (http://www.cnu.org).

LITERATURE REVIEW
• High quality pedestrian network and public realm
makes walking pleasurable.
3. Mixed-Use & Diversity:
• A mix of shops, offices, apartments, and homes on
site.
• Diversity of people, ages, income levels, cultures,
and races.
4. Mixed Housing:
• A range of types, sizes and prices within close
proximity.
5. Quality Architecture & Urban Design:
• Emphasis on aesthetics, human comfort, and creating a sense of place; Special placement of civic uses
and sites with in community. Human scale architecture and landscape surroundings.
6. Traditional Neighborhood Structure:

PRINCIPALS OF NEW URBANISM:
1. Walkability:
• Most things within a 10 minute walk of home and
work.
• Pedestrian friendly street design; buildings close
to street, porches, windows and doors, tree lined
streets, on street parking, hidden parking lots,
garages in rear, slow speed streets.
• Streets void of vehicles in special cases.

“The building of cities is one of man’s greatest achievements” - Edmund Bacon

2. Connectivity:
• Interconnected street grid network disperses
traffic and eases walking.
• A hierarchy of narrow streets, boulevards, and
alleys.

URBAN ECOLOGY
• More buildings, residences, shops, and services
closer together for ease of walking.
• New Urbanism design principles are applied at the
full range of densities from small towns, to large
cities.
8. Smart Transportation:
• A network of high-quality trains connecting cities,
towns and neighborhoods.
• Pedestrian friendly design that encourages a greater
use of bicycles, walking and buses.
9. Sustainability:
• Minimal environmental impact of development.
• Eco-friendly technologies, respect for environment
and value of natural systems.
• Energy efficiency.

• Discernible center and edge.

• Less use of finite fuels.

• Public space at center.

• More local production.

• Importance of quality public realm; open space, civic
art.

• More walking, less driving.

• Contains a range of uses and densities within 10 minute walk.
• Transect planning - Highest densities at town center,
progressively less dense towards the edge.
7. Increased Density:

10. Quality of Life:
• Taken together these add up to a high quality of life
well worth living, and create places that enrich, uplift,
and inspire the human spirit. (http://www.newurbanism.org)

URBAN ECOLOGY
URBAN ECOLOGY
Urban ecology, is the study of ecosystems that include humans living in cities and urbanizing landscapes. It is an
emerging, interdisciplinary field that aims to understand
how human and ecological processes can coexist in human-dominated systems (Shulenberger and Endlicher
2008 7). Founded in 1975 by visionary architects and activists who believed that cities should serve both people and
nature (http://www.urbanecology.org). Danilo Palazzo and
Fredrick Steiner, defines it as the integration of humans
and non humans in functional and just ecosystems (Urban
Ecological Design 2011). Understanding urban ecology
can help address many effects (good or bad) development
has on the environment.
Within the context of a coastal environment, urban ecology can help in understanding the integral relationships
between the land, water and the effects human development has on them. The challenge in many waterfront and
coastal communities is to provide and protect this mix of
uses when faced with changing development conditions.
Population growth, demographic changes, and declining
natural resources like fish stocks will affect the value and
use of waterfront land. In communities experiencing rapid
growth and high demand for land, as well as those with
slower growth or economic decline, a mixed-use approach
to development provides a way to plan for growth that protects the environment and strengthens the economy (http://
coastalsmartgrowth.noaa.gov).
According to the United Nations, Department of Economic
and Social Affairs, 2011 World Urbanization Prospects report (UNDESA), more than half of the worlds population
(3.6 billion) live in urbanized cities. By 2050 they project
A town is saved, not more by the righteous men in it than by the
woods and swamps that surround it.” -- Henry David Thoreau

LITERATURE REVIEW
the urban population will increase by 2.6 billion to 6.3 billion
(see maps to right). If growth patterns remain as they are,
more than half of the growth will be along river corridors or
coastal byways. Substantiating further that an ecological
approach to coastal design and development must transcend all other development strategies.
WATERSHEDS AND IMPERVIOUS SURFACES

Map courtesy of UNDESA
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pipes, channels, or other hard infrastructure (http://www.
greenfutures.washington.edu).
Stormwater run off is the leading cause of polluted and
degraded shorelines. As stormwater flows across parking
lots and roads it picks up pollutants, dumped into storm
systems and eventually into natural systems without being
treated. The most common and problematic pollutants
arise from everyday activities such as cars, fertilizers,
pesticides and industrial waste.

Map 1: Percentage of urban population by size class, 1980

Bio-swale schematic

Map courtesy of UNDESA

Map 2: Percentage of urban population by size class, 2011

Map courtesy of UNDESA

Map 3: Estimated Percentage of urban population by size
class, 2025

Courtesy of Pierce County, WSU Extension

With human migration patterns continuing to favor coastal
communities we are seeing dramatic shifts in the ecology
and landscape from what it once was. Shoreline erosion,
polluted waterways, and loss of plants are the end result in unmanaged development. Capped by impervious
surfaces the land can no longer absorb, filter and store
rainwater (http://www.greenfutures.washington.edu). Impervious surfaces prevent water from being absorbed into
the subsurfaces or alters the course of stormwater runoff.
Research shows that as little as 8-10% of impervious
surface cover causes ecological degradation of streams,
increased water temperatures, decreases aquatic biota
diversity, and reduced overall water quality (Booth and
Reinelt 1993, et al 1997). According to the Center for
Watershed Protection, more than 50% impervious surfaces requires conveyance mechanisms like underground

There are several ways to mediate many of these issues.
In looking at Green Futures and National Institute of Building Sciences (NIBS), one alternative, that fits into the parameters of my project is Low Impact Development (LID).
The foundation for their design strategies are to use
natural and engineered infiltration and storage techniques
to control and filter stormwater. According to NIBS, the
objective is to disperse LID devices uniformly across a
site to minimize runoff (http://www.wbdg.org).

Bio-swale schematic

Courtesy of Pierce County, WSU Extension
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The idea is to collect pollutants from runoff before it enters
the natural water system. This would be achieved by
reintroducing hydrologic and environmental functions into
development, with temporary retention areas, increased
filtration systems while controlling the release of runoff.
Some examples of LID include:
•

Engineered systems that filter storm water from
parking lots and impervious surfaces, such as bioretention cells, filter strips, and tree box filters.

•

Engineered systems that retain (or store) storm
water and slowly infiltrate water, such as subsurface
collections facilities under parking lots, bioretention
cells, and infiltration trenches.

•

Modifications to infrastructure to decrease the
amount of impervious surfaces such as curbless, gutterless, and reduced width streets.

•

Low-tech vegetated areas that filter, and retain storm
water such as rain gardens and bio-swales

•

Innovative materials that help break up (disconnect)
impervious surfaces or are made of recycled material
such as porous concrete, permeable pavers, or site
furnishings made of recycled waste (http://www.wbdg.
org)

URBAN ECOLOGY
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MULTIPLE MODES OF TRANSPORTATION

Waterfronts can dramatically be enhanced when multiple
means of transportation can easily move people to and
from the waterfront. By minimizing the cars presence
pedestrians feel safer and more at ease taking full advantage of the amenities and activities. Reducing the car
centric approach to development also creates a more holistic and health lifestyle and community. Research shows
that our public heath crisis has largely been caused by
our car centric development, limiting the physical activity
people get (http://www.pps.org).

LIGHT RAIL:
Defined as a lower capacity and lower speed public transit
system, Light rails (LRT) are seeing a resurgence through
the world. Even during
the worst economic crisis
in U.S. history, LRT ridership grew by 4.9%, up
from an estimate of 10.4
Billion trips in 2011.

Following the approach of New Urbanism and Smart
Growth Planning, where projects are developed for people
rather than cars you not only reduce the need for automobiles but you get a community that has safer streets,
people walking and biking more, reduced dependence on
fossil fuels, and we make communities more resilient.
Many cities across the globe have taking the issue of
sprawl and their dependence on automobiles to their
government level by adapting new zoning regulations
and creating development ordinances focusing on green
infrastructure. An example; Hampton Rds Planning district in Chesapeake Bay Virginia, developed a community
plan identifying riparian-based conservation corridors,
defining future land use that emphasizes no development
conservation areas to protect high priority natural habitat
sites. The plan also includes comprehensive approach to
increase recreation and a multi model community (Smart
Growth for Coastal and Waterfront Communities, 2009).

“If you plan cities for cars and traffic, you get cars and traffic. If you plan for people and places, you get people and
places.” PPS.org

Narrower that a Rapid
Courtesy of www.arizonanotebook.com
transit system, LRT’s have the ability to operate with in a
city center and in mixed traffic. LRT’s are capable of moving within existing vehicle right of ways, or a more desired
approach of having a designated lane next to traffic with a
protected divider between the LRT and automobiles.
According to the Light Rail Transit Authority, one line of
light rail has 8 times the carrying capacity as one lane of
free way, not counting buses (Light Rail Transit Authority,
2009). The average freeway is designed with a carrying capacity of 2,000 vehicles per hour, above that traffic
breaks down resulting in mass congestion. By contrast,
LRT’s can theoretically carry up to 20,000 passengers per
hour with much less infrastructure (Parkinson & Fisher
1996). Mathematically a freeway would need 18 lanes to
match the ridership of a LRT.
WATER TAXI:
There is very little information given in regards to the viability of water taxis. However given the success the water
taxi has become a necessary means of public transportation. According to PPS and NOAA’s Smart Growth reports
it is important that waterfronts have a diverse means of
accessibility for visitors and locals alike.

LITERATURE REVIEW

MULTIPLE MODES OF TRANSPORTATION

Water taxis are essential
to the success of linking people to the waters
edge. It allows for a new
pedestrian experience
and enticing people to
experience more of the
http://www.demetermarine.com
water front. Many cities
have found it necessary to implement a public transportation system on the water to help alleviate traffic congestion in the city. Ideally as with other public transportation
systems designated drop off points should be set at key
locations with in walking distance to nearby residence,
businesses, community organizations and activities catering to visitors.

LITERATURE REVIEW

MULTIPLE MODES OF TRANSPORTATION

Transit Bus System:

By investing in Public transportation today, we can
strengthen our economy, reduce fossil fuel dependency,
and protect our environment.
Public transportation is the responsible environmental
choice:

Courtesy of www.stvinc.com

Public transportation has and will play a significant role in
moving people from point to point. With fuel costs, cost of
cars and highways increase, investments in public transportation must be addressed. For coastal communities
addressing public transportation can help drive economy,
growth and create new jobs.

Walking & Biking:
A key element to the success and viability of a coastal
waterfront is creating a walkable and bikable city. Pedestrian connections should have hierarchy over the need for
parking lots and vehicle oriented development. Walkable
communities locate a mix of uses, such as homes, shops,
close to each other. They provide sidewalks, crosswalks,
and bike lanes that create safe passage for walkers and
bikers (Smart Growth, 2009 19).

According to the American Public Transportation Association (APTA), and Texas Transportation Institute
(TTI)’American’s living in areas served by public transportation save 796 million hours in travel time and 303 million
gallons of fuel annually (http://publictransportation.org).

By minimizing the ease of vehicle access and parking
space, waterfronts become safer and healthier. Putting
parking a short distance off the coastline forces people to
walk more and still always people with special needs to
visit.
A walkable/bikeable community offers a higher level of social interaction and stronger communities.

The accessibility and opportunities created by public
transportation provide important choices and options for
people from all walks of life:
• Public transportation provides access to job opportunities for millions of Americans as well as transportation
options to get to work, school, visit friends, or go to the
doctor
• Public transportation is a vital link for the more than 51
million Americans with disabilities
(http://www.publictransportation.org)

• U.S. greenhouse gases form transportation represent
28% of total U.S. emissions.
• Public transportation saves 37 million metric tons
of carbon dioxide annually - equivalent to the emissions resulting from the electricity generated for the
use of 4.9 million households or every household in
Washington, DC; New York City; Atlanta; Denver;
and Los Angeles combined.
• If an individual switches a 20 mile round-trip commute to public transportation, his or her annual CO2
emissions will decrease by 4,800 pounds per year,
equal to a 110 percent reduction in a two-car household’s carbon footprint.
• Public transportation for exceeds the combined benefits or using energy-efficient light bulbs, adjusting
thermostats, weatherizing one’s home, and replacing a refrigerator.
• Expanded public transit strategies coordinated with
combining travel activity land use development, and
operational efficiencies can reduce greenhouse
gases by 24%. The annual savings in vehicle costs
to consumers will exceed the cost of enacting these
strategies by as much as $112 billion.
(http://www.publictransportation.org)

CASE REVIEWS
Case studies are the embodiment of critical design.
Where artifacts (case studies) are used to challenge
or provoke new ideas, and new ways of doing things.
Through the review process of previous works we learn
to challenge our thinking, to see design in a different way.
We borrow from the successes and failures of our counterparts, to develop valuable skills for the betterment of
our careers and our profession.
Because of the complexities of some elements which are
outside the scope of my professional experience, this
document relies upon the review of other professional
fields to ensure accuracy in the design.
A proposed light rail and an extension to an existing
underground hard rail are included in the design. Review
of transit tunnels and existing light rail systems have be
included.
Because of direct dumping of stormwater and the pollutants it caries into the waterway, stormwater filtration
systems were also reviewed.
Finally, existing case studies of coastal waterfronts, new
or redesigned were reviewed. Several different types
were looked at. In the final selection, only those that met
the specific parameters of this report were included in the
case studies.
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Courtesy of skyscraper city.com
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CASE REVIEWS

LOCATION:
San Juan, Puerto

PROJECT SUMMARY:
To transform more than 97 acres of obsolete industrial
shoreline along the San Antonio Canal into a vibrant
mixed-use development which includes parks, residential
housing, retail space, a hotel district, marina and improved transportation.

Client:
Puerto Rico Ports Authority
Project Size:
97 acres

The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico embarked on a
momentous project to transform over 97 acres of land
that included 21 blocks of obsolete piers and abandoned
industrial facilities. Located along the San Antonio Canal
the project master plan includes:
• Approximately 1,530 new residential unit

Cost:
Unavailable
Courtesy of skyscraper city.com

• Over 500,000 square feet of retail space
Courtesy of skyscraper city.com

• A Boutique Hotel District 940 keys
• 31 acres of public parks, including the Parque de La
Bahia, the Paeso de Puerto, and Cross Island Parks
East and West
• A state of the art marina that will berth 96 mega
yachts

Courtesy of skyscraper city.com

• Improved public transportation, including water taxi
service and increased bus routes (http://www.colliersgd.com)
For the first time the Island will have pedestrian paths
connecting the North and South end of the Island. Sidewalks and bike lanes where included in the master plan
linking the Island to San Juan.
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RELEVANCE:
All though much smaller in size the San Juan project is
located with in the same tropical zone and has a very
similar climate. The master plan for the project incorporates many of the same sustainable elements, such as:
• Water Taxi service
• Mixed-use districts
• A hotel district
• Public parks
• More and much improved access to the water
• Improved walking and biking access
• New marina
• Increased Bus service
• Improved connections to city center
Courtesy of skyscraper city.com

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS:
• Walkable & Bikable community
• Preserve or restore open space and critical environmental areas
• Mixed land-uses
• Create a range of housing opportunities
• Strengthens existing community
• Fosters community pride and collaboration
• Improves on public transportation and community
health

Courtesy of skyscraper city.com

Courtesy of skyscraper city.com
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LOCATION:
ABU DHABI, UAE

PROJECT SUMMARY:
Al Bateen, the oldest occupied area of UAE’s capital city
is in the midst of a major transformation. It’s vision for a
thriving and sustainable community is nearing completion.
While the main emphasis is protecting and preserving the
turquoise waters of the Arabian Gulf and the countries
natural and cultural resources, the project, once completed will include:
• Parks,
• An extensive promenade
• Improved bus system
• Water Taxi’s

Client:
ABU DHABI URBAN PLANNING COUNCIL
Project Size:
Unavailable
Cost:
Unavailable
Courtesy of Abu Dhabi Planning Council

•
•
•
•
•

Walkways and Bike lanes
Vehicle corridors with unobstructed views of the open
water
Light-rail
Limited vehicle access
Gulf cart access

The Bateen waterfront is introducing an innovative bicycle
and water taxi network. The vision is to connect the entire
city with a bicycle network with bicycle stations located
throughout the city that are able to hold up to 100 bikes.
For the water taxi it will be mandatory for certain businesses like hotels that are located on the waterfront to
include a taxi drop-off and bike station.

Courtesy of Abu Dhabi Planning Council
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RELEVANCE:
Although the Al Bateen project had a much larger cash
reserve than most waterfront projects and it lies in a much
different geographical location, the project demonstrates
how the critical design process expands the level of built
works. Through there sustainable architectural details of
using solar screens and fritted glass to block solar heat
to implementing policy to build a city wide bike and water
taxi system that will ease traffic congestion, reduce carbon emissions and create a healthier community.
The plan also improves pedestrian connections and easy
access throughout the waterfront by adding:
•
•
•

Parks,
An extensive promenade
Walkways and Bike lanes

•
•
•

Light-rail
Limited vehicle access
Gulf cart access

Courtesy of Abu Dhabi Planning Council

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS:
Creating city wide multi-model policy will instill future
citizens to rely more on public transportation and using
non-motorized transportation rather than automobiles.
There sustainable approach to future growth with reduce
infrastructure costs and instill a healthier way of living.
The policies they have put in place in there design policy
helps to preserve the fragile landscape they live in and the
waters of the Arabian Gulf.

Courtesy of Abu Dhabi Planning Council

Courtesy of Abu Dhabi Planning Council
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PROJECT SUMMARY:
Located between the mouth of the Nerang River and the
Biggera Creek and along the Gold Coast in Queensland,
Australia, the park was originally used as a boat landing
and private lands for a Southport hotel. In 1913 a concrete pier was constructed with public bath houses and
a few years later a movie theater was built. In 1928 the
state government assumed management of the property
and designated it as a official public space. By 1959 fell
into disrepair and in 1969, the pier was demolished and a
large asphalt parking lot was constructed.

LOCATION:
Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia
CLIENT:
State Government & Gold Coast City Council
PROJECT SIZE:
3.2 km (1 ml)
COST:
Phase 1 - Approximately $32 million

Courtesy of wikipedia.org

Southport Pier, 1915

Courtesy of wikipedia.org

Southport Pier, 1910

Left as a derelict piece of property for several decades
and the city facing an ever growing population and increased tourist visits, city leaders in 2005 began a redevelopment plan for the park. After 3 years of design development, construction started on phase 1 of Southport
Parklands Master plan. The park was completed in 2010,
and has become one of Australia’s great waterfront parks.
The park includes:
• A major events lawn
• Bathing Boxes
• Barbecue shelters
• Play equipment
• Community Pavilion
• An extensive walking and biking network
• An extended pier
• An award winning constructed wetland and bioretention basin
AECOM’S response to the Broadwater’s natural environment reflects a commitment to ecosystem preservation
within the parklands that will propel the Gold coast into the
next evolution of sustainable design (http://www.aecom.
com).
Courtesy of wikipedia.org
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RELEVANCE:
This project is important in how to meet design challenges
with an ever growing population and limited space. The
challenge in both projects is transforming abandoned
landscapes into public places while preserving and restoring the natural amenities important to today’s lifestyle.
Sustainable elements included in the park plan include:
• A series of solar cells that generates electricity for the
park
• Wetlands to treat stormwater and filter pollutants before being discharged into the bay
• Improved public access to the water by adding beaches and open space
• Extensive walking and biking network which connects
to neighborhoods and business district
• A broad range of sports facilities and play areas
• A public stage and water park
• Fully recycled furniture

Courtesy of AECOM.COM

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS:
• The addition of an extensive network of walking and
biking paths with several connections to the city.
• Implementing a wetlands to collect pollutants from
stormwater before discharging water into the surrounding water way
• Puts strong emphasis on preserving and enhancing
the coasts natural beauty
• Including public amenities for all seasons, day or night
The park design has won 10 awards for sustainability and
community enhancement.

Courtesy of AECOM.COM
Courtesy of www.ailo.org.au/projects/gold/edaw
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LOCATION:
RHINE RIVER, DUESSELDORF, GERMANY

CASE REVIEWS

RIVER RHINE PROMENADE

PROJECT SUMMARY:
Regarded as on of the top esplanades along the Rhine
River, it connects the traditional Altstadt (Old Town) to the
newer Medien Hafen. Lined by cafes and bars and open
space the Rhine River Promenade is the perfect place to
relax and take in life on the river. Prior to its transformation the site used to be a wide urban expressway, cutting
the city off from the river.

CLIENT:
UNAVAILABLE
PROJECT SIZE:
80,000 M²
COST:
9,714,550 €

Courtesy of www.pps.org

In 1990 Fritschi, Baum, Stahl were commissioned to come
up with a design that would create a public space, connecting the community to the water. The design solution
put the expressway underground allowing for a two tier
promenade. The lower lever is a very simple contemporary promenade open to bikers, walkers, skaters and
skateboarders. Several seasonal cafes/beer gardens
were integrated into the new flood wall at this lever. The
upper level incorporates an alley lined on both sides with
trees and benches. Having one of Germany’s, largest
nightlife areas in the country, the promenade has allowed
for the extension of their nightlife.

Courtesy of www.pps.org

The project increases the number of connections, connecting the city center to the River Rhine. The entire
length of the cities shoreline is now pedestrian friendly.

Courtesy of www.pps.org

What makes River Rhine Promenade a great place:
• Multiple public access points to the promenade
• Car access is very limited
• Vehicles were put underground with the construction
of the tunnel
• Public Transportation stations near by
• Moderate landscaping and benches installed creating
havens for relaxing and viewing
• Mixed use amenities for locals and visitors
• Activities that take place during the days and evenings
creating a place for public/visitor interactions.

Courtesy of www.pps.org
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Design Implications:
As the designers have put it: “To see and be seen, to
watch other people, is the most important reason why
people gather in public spaces - not fancy design features” (www.pps.org)
•

•

•

•

The projects most important feature is the elimination
of the automobile and connecting people to it’s community and the rivers edge
Construction of the promenade above the new tunnel
justifies the proposed plan for constructing a tunnel
underground and creating a grand promenade for this
project
The introduction of walking and biking paths as well as
mixed use development and several outdoor amenities for the community and visitors
Making the rivers edge accessible to people for the
first time in many years

Courtesy of www.pps.org

Courtesy of www.pps.org
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LOCATION:
LAS ANGELES, CA

CASE REVIEWS

SAN PEDRO WATERFRONT

PROJECT SUMMARY:
In its hay day the Port of San Pedro was composed of a
maritime port of call loading and unloading of ships and
a large industrial park. However over the last several
decades the port has become a disconnect to the city with
a number of visual and physical barriers that inhibit public
access to the water.

CLIENT:
LOS ANGELES HARBOR COMMISSION
PROJECT SIZE:
400 + ACRES

There were some isolated commercial areas still holding
on, but with them being interspersed with abandoned and
deteriorated lots there future was somewhat bleak.

COST:
APPROXIMATELY $1.2 BILLION

After a lengthy process of community meeting and city
negotiations in 2004, a final proposal was presented to
the public. The plan spelled out numerous elements with
which the community agreed upon. The overall was to
create a sustainable, attractive and pedestrian oriented
promenade and park setting.

Courtesy of lacurbed.com

The project has created an active waterfront which includes:
• The creation of three new harbors and a public pier at
7th st.; creating a waterfront with more tie-up space
for more water craft and a closer connection to downtown San Pedro
• 300,000 square feet of commercial development and
as well as a new Fireboat Museum and the relocation
of the S.S. Lane Victory Museum
• 8 miles of a waterfront promenade and openspace:
including new public plazas, new park space, and
extensive landscaping and hardscaping
• New and improved multi-model system: to include
several new connections to several streets and docks,
the creation of an extensive network of promenades,
bikeways, water taxi service, and coastal trails
throughout the waterfront

Courtesy of eekarchitects.com
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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SAN PEDRO WATERFRONT

LEED certified buildings with reclaimed water and
solar energy
Low emission buses
All industrial cargo handling will be removed or relocated from the project site
Sustainability policies will be implemented in all project design, construction, and implementation

RELEVANCE:
Similar in site and site context to this project, the vision for
San Pedro Waterfront was to create a sustainable pedestrian waterfront which would reconnect the city of Las
Angeles to the water. Through a combination of several
projects implemented in an 8 mile stretch of the cities
waterfront, the Los Angeles Harbor Commission and the
community brought to fruition a green landscape that was
once an eyesore.
•

SAN PEDRO WATERFRONT

Courtesy of lacurbed.com

The project implemented a Water Taxi service as well
as an extensive walking and biking network
Created nodes of mixed-use development which connected to both the city center and the waterfront
Used sustainable energy sources for energy and recycled gray water in some instances
Made improvements to their public transportation
system

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS:
• An extensive walking and biking network
• Created a strong and aesthetic connection between
the city and the waterfront
• Enhanced public transportation network
• Mix of open space and mixed use creating a public
place for the city

Courtesy of lacurbed.com

Courtesy of lacurbed.com
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LOCATION:
DUSSELDORF, GERMANY

CASE REVIEWS

RHINE RIVER TUNNEL

PROJECT SUMMARY:
Finished in 1999 the Dusseldorf tunnel is considered to
be a master piece of structural engineering and trumps in
terms of safety (http://www.amazingdusseldorf.com). For
years, an extremely noisy road carrying 55,000 cars per
day had separated the city centre from the river. City officials contracted Fritschi, Baum, Stahl to develop a plan
to put vehicles underground (see aerial facing page) while
creating a design for a people oriented Promenade on top
of the tunnel.

CLIENT:
UNAVAILABLE
PROJECT SIZE:
3 KILOMETERS
COST:
UNAVAILABLE

RELEVANCE:
In terms of relevance, this project is very similar to what
is proposed along a section of historical coastline in this
document. The area (Casco Viejo) is a very old historic
district that abuts the pacific ocean in Panama. The major
issue is that the community is cut off from the waters edge
by a 4 lane expressway (Av de los Poetas). Which during
rush hour traffic, can be quite challenging to pedestrians.
Courtesy of www.hotle-hillesheim.de

Courtesy of www.hotle-hillesheim.de

The project proposes to put vehicles underground in a
tunnel and transform the existing roadway into a promenade with greenspace and walking and biking paths
(There is more information on the promenade in the application section of this report).
The tunnel would include four lanes for automobiles and
a rail lane for a proposed branch of Panama Cities new
hard rail, which is currently under construction. With the
current growth of the city this section of roadway would
soon have to be widened making it even harder for people
to cross. Or a better more sustainable way might be a
plan that is proposed in this document.

Courtesy of www.hotle-hillesheim.de
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DESIGN IMPLICATIONS:
• This project would serve as precedence for putting Av
de los Poetas vehicle traffic underground and building
grand promenade above for locals and visitors.
• Building the tunnel connected people to the water for
the first time since in several decades.
• Having the tunnel allowed the community in set up
business along the river as well which increased the
cities economy and tourism trade.

Courtesy of www.google earth.com

Courtesy of www.hotle-hillesheim.de
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LOCATION:
SHANGHAI, CHINA
CLIENT:
SHANGHAI WORLD EXPO LAND DEVELOPMENT CO.
PROJECT SIZE:
14 HECTARE (34.6 ACRE)
COST:
UNAVAILABLE

Above photo gallery details condition of project site prior
to parks construction. (Courtesy of turenscape.com)
Courtesy of www.turenscape.com
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PROJECT SUMMARY:
Designed by Turenscape, with professional support from
wetland scientists, Houtan Park was created as a demonstration area. Encompassing 14-hectares, the park mission is to showcase green technology while presenting a
park to the community. The design focuses on reclaiming
an industrial brownfield site, treating stormwater runoff,
and polluted river water all with in a one mile stretch of the
Huangpu River.
A constructed wetland was constructed with cascading
terraces that replicate historical terracing throughout the
region. The water migrates very slowly through the terraces, depositing sediment and pollutants and aerating
the water. Terraces also unite the public to the waters
edge and are able to host public events. Plants were selected to match the regions seasonal climates. Monitoring
studies have shown that the water upon exiting can be
used for non-potable water.
RELEVANCE:
By restoring the Mangrove forests and Reintroducing fingers of Tropical Rainforest throughout the site this project
proposes to create a natural system of collecting stormwater runoff and filtering out sediment before the water is
allowed to enter the ocean. Ponds are proposed as well
to help detain the stormwater as it filters through the root
zone of the trees. The Houtan Project is a demonstration
in which this project can follow.
DESIGN IMPLICATIONS:
•
•

The Houtan Park project uses a man made/natural
system to filter and aerate runoff
The park is used as a research park as well as an
education area

Courtesy of www.turenscape.com

Courtesy of www.turenscape.com

Courtesy of www.turenscape.com

•
•

The park is open to the public and can be used to host
public events
The park is built on a brownfield site and shows how
such a site can be transformed

Although Houtan Park was built as a demonstration park
it shows how waterfronts can be regenerative, benefiting the natural systems and still be appealing as public
places. As we move into a new era of rethinking our waterfronts, policies that protect and restore our Urban Waterfronts must take top billing in all future developments.

Courtesy of www.turenscape.com

CASE REVIEWS
LOCATION:
BAY OF PANAMA, REPUBLIC OF PANAMA
CLIENT:
REPUBLIC OF PANAMA, MANAGED BY AUTORIDAD
NACIONAL DEL AMBIENTE (NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL AUTHORITY)
PROJECT SIZE:
48,919 ha (120 ac)
COST:
UNAVAILABLE
MANGROVE SPECIES:
• Red Mangrove Rhizopora mangle, Rhizopora brevistyla
• Black Mangrove - Avicenna germinans
• White Mangrove - Laguncularia racemosa
• Mora - Mora oleifera
• Castano - Montrichardia arborescens
• Mangle Pinuelo - Pelliciera rhizophorae
• Black Mangrove - Avicennia bicolor

UPPER BAY OF PANAMAMANGROVE RESTORATION
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PROJECT SUMMARY:
The Upper Bay of Panama is one of the most important
areas for migratory shorebirds in the Americas. Panama
Audubon Society (Birdlife in Panama). In the fall of 1997,
during the fall migration, Panama’s mud flat shorelines
hosted 1,300,000 migrant shorebirds (www.whsrn.org).
In 2005 the Bay of Panama was designated as a site of
Hemispheric Importance. Mangroves and the rich mudflats associated with them are the major reason migratory
birds are drawn to Panamas coastal shoreline. Mangroves habitat are one of the most complex and dynamic
ecosystems on the planet. Providing shelter and nursery
areas for much of Panama’s shrimp and fishing industry
(www.birdlife.org).
However, Panama City’s current growth patterns are
rapidly destroying the sensitive ecosystems associated
with the mangrove’s and the mudflats. The affects can be
seen in:
• The Dramatic reduction in the populations of nesting
migratory birds and the aquatic life they feed on.
• Lose of habitat and food supply needed for migratory
birds (currently, flamingo’s are no longer found along
the shoreline in Panama Bay).
• Heavy erosion of shoreline increases high levels of
nitrates and other pollutants into the bay.
• Lose of tourism and its economic value
• Lose of fishing industry and its economic value
Besides providing habitat for wildlife, mangrove forests
are associated will helping coastal communities by reduce
the impacts of waves, storms, sea level rise, and reducing
erosion. Economically preserving and restoring lost mangrove forests can provide multiple co-benefits like food,
raw materials, jobs with in many sectors of the city, as well
and tourism.

Courtesy of www.whsrn.org

Courtesy of www.whsrn.org
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Currently there are several groups doing restoration work
and creating awareness on the destruction of the forests
and the importance of saving them. Two of the groups,
Sociedad Audubon de Panama (Audubon Society) and
Birdlife International are working to together in a joint
program to educate and restore mangrove habitat along
Panama’s shoreline. Through their joint effort, they have
provided management training to local conservation
groups as well as lobbing local governments to reform
legislation and developmental regulations.
RELEVANCE:
Climate change has become a global issue that can no
longer be ignored or passed on as pseudoscience. It is
important that countries, governments, cities, communities begin addressing sustainable practices that benefit
humans and the natural systems we live in.

Courtesy of www.whsrn.org

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS:
Implementing a design component that addresses the
reforestation of mangrove in this project can provide multiple benefits to the site as well as the city. Sustainably,
restoring mangrove forest can be beneficial by:
• Creates natural buffer protecting shoreline and community storms, rising water levels
• Creates habitat for wildlife, bird nesting, and aquatic
life
• Absorbs carbon from atmosphere
• Adds jobs throughout several sectors of a community
• Improves economy
• Increased dollars from tourism
• Promotes education and conservation
Courtesy of www.skyscraper city.com

Courtesy of www.whsrn.org

You can never have an impact on society if you have not changed yourself. Nelson Mandela

S I T E A N A LY S I S

PREVAILING WINDS
OCEAN CURRENTS

Courtesy of www.googleearth.com
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CASCO VIEJO:
Located in the Republic of Panama and on the western
edge of Panama City, the project site sits in the historic
district of Casco Viejo. Originally built in 1671 as a walled
city to protect its settlers from pirates. The area (Casco
Viejo) is seeing a revival, in restoring many of the buildings that have been left for decay over the last few decades. Still displaying the 16th and 17th century Spanish
& French colonial architecture it has attracted tremendous
investment from abroad and in 1997, the area was designated as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. As a world
heritage site, design considerations are strictly monitored
and must meet specific design guidelines.
AMADOR CAUSEWAY:
The second part of the project (Fort Amador Causeway)
abuts Casco Viejo and is a man made land form that sits
at the entrance to the Panama Canal on the Pacific side.
Built from the dredgings during the construction of the
canal the site was originally a hang-out for local Panamanians but ended up becoming a U.S. army base until 1999
when the U.S. relinquished the canal back to the Republic
of Panama. Except for a few shops, restaurants, a couple
recently built hotels and a Frank Ghery Bio Museum (currently under construction), the peninsula is a wasteland of
empty military buildings and large parking lots.
SCOPE:
While the scope of the project is limited to Casco Viejo
and the Amador Causeway the project draws from the
context of the surrounding region and case study reviews.

The project area is just over 600 acres (243 + ha)

LOCATION
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OPENSPACE AND PARKS

Panama’s tropical climate has two seasons, one dry and
one rainy. Variations depend on the region and altitude.
The Caribbean coast sees rain year-round, while the
Pacific coast has a more pronounced dry season. The
Caribbean Side tends to be more humid throughout the
year while the pacific side tends to remain dryer. The driest part of the country is on the southern coast around the
Azuero Peninsula and the hottest region is found near the
Costa Rican border.

Panama City’s unsustainable and unmanaged growth has
eliminated all but a few small remnants of the countries
natural landscape with in the city limits. The disconnect
between the people of Panama and the delicate ecosystem they live in, is prevalent throughout the country as
close to 50% of the countries rainforest has been stripped.
Causing the extinction of several species and the degradation of the fragile soils and riverways.
The aerial photo to the left shows a city with only one
natural greenway and only a few green spaces. There
are two streams which drain out of the forest high lands,
dissects the city and drains into the bay of Panama. One
stream has a very thin ribbon of native vegetation lining
the backs of the stream while the other stream has been
stripped of all vegetation and development built to the
waters edge.
The addition of vegetated fingers and more open space
interlacing the city would:
•
Allow pedestrians and cyclists to move freely, safer
and faster through the city
• Reducing stormwater runoff and filtering pollutants out
of the waterways
•
Create safe havens for moving wildlife in and out of
the city
• Improve the overall health and character of the city
• Creates opportunities for more active and passive
recreation
• The city fits with in the context of its natural surroundings

SITE ANALYSIS

CLIMATE
Month
Jan
Avg. High (°F) 92
Avg. Low (°F)

65

Rainfall (Inches) 1.1
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www.adventuresmith.com

The wet season lasts from May to November and is
considered their winter season. Summer, the dry season,
lasts from December to April, with March and April generally being the hottest months.
LEGEND
PARKS
PLAZA
RIVER
RAINFOREST REMNANT
CAMINO DE CRUSES NATIONAL PARK
METROPOLITAN NATURAL PARK
RECENT DEFORESTED AREA

Variations in temperature are linked to altitude in Panama. Coastal temperatures regularly reach 95°F (35°C).
The temperature drops 34°F (1°C) for every 150 meters
(nearly 500 feet). Those who would rather avoid hot and
humid weather might prefer the cooler regions: El Valle,
Boquete, Volcan and Cerro Azul (www.panamaclimate.
com).

NORTHERN COAST OF PANAMA NEAR THE MOUTH OF THE CARIBBEAN SEA AND GATUN LAKE

PANAMA LA VIEJA- ORIGINAL CITY (1519 - 1671)

WESTERN BORDER NEAR COASTA RICA INSIDE AN EXTINT VOLCANA, VOLCAN PANAMA

SITE ANALYSIS

EXISTING CONDITIONS
AMADOR PENINSULA

SITE ANALYSIS

EXISTING CONDITIONS
CASCO VIEJO

Curtesy of skyscrapercity.com

The Amador Peninsula was made from rocks excavated
from the Panama Canal, its main purpose was to serve as
breakwater to the Pacific Coast entrance to the Panama
Canal. It took 18 million yards of solid rock from the Culebra Cut to build the causeway.
During the 1900’s when the US controlled panama, the
peninsula became a military base and didn’t assume its
present recreational role until decades later. Today the
area sits mostly abandoned but recent development has
been transformed Amador into a tourist attraction and a
few small businesses.

Casco Viejo is a World Heritage Site defined by it’s massive historic sea wall built in the 1670s to defend the city
from attack by the pirates. For hundreds of years Panamanians and visitors alike have enjoyed strolling atop this
wall and gazing out into the Pacific Ocean. Today it is one
of the most important historical monuments in the Americas, it is also one of the last places we have to enjoy the
sights, sounds and smells of the ocean free from Panama
City’s sprawl and traffic (www.cascoviejo.org).
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Above and lower right image shows a finished Mola. Courtesy of www.Tucaya.com

Kuna Yala Woman creating a traditional Mola.
The Kuna Yala are a indigenous group found on
the caribbean side of the Isthmus of Panama
Courtesy of www.Tucaya.com
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INTRODUCTION TO THE DESIGN
Program
Master Plan
Cinta Costera Plan
Amador Peninsula Plan
Amador Island Plan

Building from the principals of New Urbanism and Smart
Growth strategies, this project seeks to create a sustainable master plan which meets the needs of humans while
preserving and restoring (where applicable) the natural environment.
By incorporating the 5 ordering systems of Urban Design,
(economics, environmental, sociocultural, function, and
aesthetics), and careful consideration in integrating the
natural and built landscapes this project will create a sense
of place and foster economic growth.
The following chapter outlines the development of the master plan in 3 distinct sections:
1. Cinta Costera waterfront along Ave de los Poetus.
2. Amador Peninsula.
3. Isle Amador; which is a proposed in fill project which
includes a Cruise Ship demarkation port. Extension
of the marina and causeway along the western side
of Amador Peninsula. The isle will also include higher
end mixed use development and tourist amenities.
The Isle is proposed as a potential phasing plan as the
peninsula is built out.

DESIGN
PROGRAM AMENITIES
• Pedestrian access - Sidewalks, Trails, Bike paths
• Reintroduce Mangrove and Rainforest Flora
• Integrate green fingers throughout site
• Connections to Bio-Museum, Ancon, Natural Park,
Casco Viejo, City, Amador Island, Amador peninsula, waters edge
• Public markets
• Public plazas
• Parks
• Mixed-Use Development - Commercial, Restaurants, Live-Work, Retail, Hotel
• Affordable Housing
• High-end Housing
• Tourism
• Water Taxi
• Water Recreation
• Marinas
• Cruise Port
• Amphitheater
• Maritime Museum
• Aquarium
• Lagoon
• Amusement Park
• Road Realignment
• Light Rail/Trolley
• Tunnel and Hard Rail under Ave de los Poetus
• Stormwater Strategies; Natural and Man-made
Filtration Systems
• Research and Education Strategies
• Schools
• Mass Transit Extension

SITE PROGRAM
GOALS
• Restore the biological, physical structure of the water
and shoreline where possible.
• Enhance the existing waterfront facade and landscape.
• Allocate space for the areas cultural, social and public
programs.
• Enhance public transportation system throughout site.
• Create a network of pedestrian friendly walkways,
trails, and bike lanes.

DESIGN

SITE PROGRAM
5) URBAN DESIGN ORDERING SYSTEMS:
ECONOMIC:
• Creates areas for new business to grow and will generate more business for existing businesses
• Increased tax base for city
• New infrastructure reduces long term maintenance
and city costs
ENVIRONMENTAL:
• Create new corridors for tourists and local community
to move safely through the site
• Reduces or eliminates automobiles
• Use of low emission transit network
• Create and restore natural environment
• Weave green fingers of natural flora throughout site
• Re-mediate and Re-use abandoned landscape
SOCIOCULTURAL:
• Include research, educational and entertainment components
• Create spaces where local community and visitors can
interact
• Create spaces that promote health, happiness, and
well being
• Create multiple-use destinations
FUNCTIONAL:
• Create easy accessible connections to out-lying areas
of city with multi-model network; taxis, water taxi, light
rail, hard rail, bike lanes, sidewalks, and trail system
• Remove traffic from Ave de los Poetus by constructing
a tunnel under the street
AESTHETICS:
• Create green urban spaces, mangrove shoreline, and
restored tropical rainforest to escape the loud chaotic
urban environment
• Create lively public spaces that foster community
identity

DESIGN
The original concept for the project

MASTER PLAN
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MASTER PLAN
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MASTER PLAN
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MASTER PLAN
AREA PLAN
COMMERCIAL/HOTELS
MIXED-USE
HIGH-RISE CONDOS
LUXURY TWNHOMES
MULTI-FAMILY HOUSING
SINGLE FAMILY
SCHOOLS
PARKING GARAGE
MANGROVE
RAINFOREST
OPENSPACE/PARKS
BEACHES
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MASTER PLAN
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Birdseye view of proposed project site

Master Plan of proposed site

MASTER PLAN
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CINTA COSTERA, CASCO VIEJO
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The above image identifies general location of the following (6) graphics.

CINTA COSTERA, CASCO VIEJO
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CINTA COSTERA, CASCO VIEJO

2

1
•
•
•

Creates areas for new business
Expands existing business
New Infrastructure and Increased tax base

•
•
•
•

Eliminates automobile
Creates low emission transit network
Re-use abandoned landscape
Creates walking and biking network

•

Creates areas for tourism, entertainment, and
local community
Creates sense of place while promoting health,
happiness and well being
Creates multi-use destinations

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

Accessible to out-lying areas of city
Multi-transportation network; Taxi, Water taxi,
light rail, hard rail, bike paths, sidewalks, and
trail network connections
Removes traffic from Ave de los Poetus with
construction of transit tunnel under street
Creates green space and green fingers
Creates public spaces that foster community
identity and interaction between visitors and local community
Creates areas of manicured landscaping

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New Infrastructure and Increased tax base
Creates areas for new business
Promotes tourism
Eliminates automobile
Creates low emission transit network
Increased openspace and creates green fingers
Creates walking and biking network

•

Creates areas for tourism, entertainment, and
local community
Creates sense of place while promoting health,
happiness and well being
Creates multi-use destinations

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Accessible to out-lying areas of city
Multi-transportation network; Taxi, Water taxi,
light rail, hard rail, bike paths, sidewalks, and
trail network connections
Removes traffic from Ave de los Poetus with
construction of transit tunnel under street
Creates greenspace and extends green fingers
into the project site
Creates public spaces that foster community
identity
Creates large areas of manicured landscaping
Creates continuous network of shaded corridors
and wayside areas
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CINTA COSTERA, CASCO VIEJO

4

3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creates areas for new business
Expands existing business
New Infrastructure and Increased tax base
Eliminates automobile
Creates low emission transit network
Re-use of abandoned landscape
Creates walking and biking network

•

Creates areas for tourism, entertainment, and
local community
Creates sense of place while promoting health,
happiness and well being
Creates multi-use destinations

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Accessible to out-lying areas of city
Multi-transportation network; Water taxi, light
rail, hard rail, bike paths, sidewalks, and trail
network connections
Removes traffic from Ave de los Poetus with
construction of transit tunnel under street
Creates green space and green fingers
Creates public spaces that foster community
identity and interaction between visitors and local community
Creates areas of manicured landscaping
Creates public access to waters edge
Creates continuous network of shaded corridors
and wayside areas

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creates areas for new business
Expands existing business
New Infrastructure and Increased tax base
Eliminates automobile
Creates low emission transit network
Re-use of abandoned landscape
Creates walking and biking network

•

Creates areas for tourism, entertainment, and
local community
Creates sense of place while promoting health,
happiness and well being
Creates multi-use destinations

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Accessible to out-lying areas of city
Multi-transportation network; Water taxi, light
rail, hard rail, bike paths, sidewalks, and trail
network connections
Removes traffic from Ave de los Poetus with
construction of transit tunnel under street
Creates green space and green fingers
Creates public spaces that foster community
identity and interaction between visitors and
local community
Creates areas of manicured landscaping
Creates public access to waters edge
Creates continuous network of shaded corridors and wayside areas
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CINTA COSTERA, CASCO VIEJO

DESIGN

CINTA COSTERA, CASCO VIEJO
ISLAND IN THE BAY

5
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creates new Infrastructure
Promotes tourism
Eliminates automobile from street
Creates low emission transit network
Re-use of abandoned landscape
Creates walking and biking network

•

Creates areas for tourism, entertainment, and
local community
Creates sense of place while promoting health,
happiness and well being
Creates multi-use destinations

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Accessible to out-lying areas of city
Multi-transportation network; light rail, hard rail,
bike paths, sidewalks, and trail network connections
Removes traffic from Ave de los Poetus with
construction of transit tunnel under street
Creates green space and green fingers
Creates public spaces that foster community
identity and interaction between visitors and local community
Creates areas of manicured landscaping
Creates public access to waters edge
Creates continuous network of shaded corridors
and wayside areas

6
•
•
•
•
•

Creates an extension to walking and biking
network
Connects Amador peninsula to Cinta Costera
Creates green space
Creates public spaces for visitors and local community
Creates public access to waters edge

Creates an oasis for community and visitors to get
away from city congestion
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DESIGN

The above image identifies general location of the following (16) graphics.

AMADOR PENINSULA
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AMADOR PENINSULA

1
•
•
•

Creates areas for new business
Expands existing business
New Infrastructure and Increased tax base

•
•
•
•

Reduces automobiles footprint
Creates low emission transit network
Re-use abandoned landscape
Creates walking and biking network

•

Creates areas for tourism, entertainment, and
local community
Creates sense of place while promoting health,
happiness and well being
Creates multi-use destinations

•
•

2

•
•

Accessible to out-lying areas of city
Multi-transportation network; Taxi, Water taxi,
light rail, bike paths, sidewalks, and trail network connections.

•
•
•
•

Creates areas for new business
Expands existing business
New Infrastructure and Increased tax base
Creates linear marina for boat access

•
•

Accessible to out-lying areas of city
Multi-transportation network; Taxi, Water taxi,
light rail, bike paths, sidewalks, and trail network connections

•
•

Creates green space and green fingers
Creates public spaces that foster community
identity and interaction between visitors and local community
Creates areas of manicured landscaping

•
•
•
•

Reduces automobile
Creates low emission transit network
Increased openspace
Creates walking and biking network

•

•

Creates areas for tourism, entertainment, and
local community
Creates sense of place while promoting health,
happiness and well being
Creates multi-use destinations

•
•

Creates greenspace and extends green fingers
into the project site
Creates open colorful public spaces that foster
community identity
Creates large areas of manicured landscaping
Creates continuous network of shaded corridors and wayside areas

•

•
•

•
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4

3
•
•

Creates areas for new business
New Infrastructure and Increased tax base

•
•

•
•
•
•

Extends the low emission transit network
Re-use of abandoned landscape
Extends walking and biking network
Creates restored areas of the natural environment
Creates educational and research programs

Accessible to out-lying areas of city
Multi-transportation network; Taxi, Water taxi,
light rail, bike paths, sidewalks, and trail network connections.

•
•

Creates green space and green fingers
Creates public spaces that foster community
identity and interaction between visitors and
local community
Creates areas of manicured landscaping

•
•
•

Creates areas for tourism, entertainment, and
local community
Creates multi-use destinations

•

AMADOR PENINSULA

Image depicts underground lightrail dropoff at Aquarium. The lightrail
crosses Av Amador, underground to eliminate interaction with automobiles and daylights just to the North of the the Aquarium. Visitors
recieve there first view of marine life with a large fish tank that has a
glass viewing window at the drop off point.
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AMADOR PENINSULA

5
•
•

Creates areas for new business
New Infrastructure and Increased tax base

•
•
•
•

Extends the low emission transit network
Re-use of abandoned landscape
Extends walking and biking network
Connects to restored areas of the natural environment and trail network

•

Creates areas for tourism, entertainment, and
local community
Creates multi-use destinations

•

•
•

Accessible to out-lying areas of city
Multi-transportation network; Taxi, Water taxi,
light rail, bike paths, sidewalks, and trail network connections.

•
•

Connects to green space and green fingers
Creates public spaces that foster community
identity and interaction between visitors and
local community
Creates areas of manicured landscaping

•
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AMADOR PENINSULA
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AMADOR PENINSULA

7
•
•
•

Creates areas for new business
New Infrastructure and Increased tax base
Expands existing business

•
•
•
•

Extends the low emission transit network
Re-use of abandoned landscape
Extends walking and biking network
Connects to restored areas of the natural environment and trail network
Creates educational and research programs

•
•
•

Creates areas for tourism, entertainment, and
local community
Creates multi-use destinations

•
•

Accessible to out-lying areas of city
Multi-transportation network; Taxi, Water taxi,
light rail, bike paths, sidewalks, and trail network connections.

•

Connects to green space and green fingers
that filter throughout the project site
Creates public spaces that foster community
identity and interaction between visitors and
local community
Creates areas of manicured landscaping

•

•
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AMADOR PENINSULA

9
•
•

Creates new business
Increased tourism dollars

•

Creates areas for tourism, and local community

•
•

Re-use of abandoned landscape
Extends restored areas of the natural environment
Creates educational and research programs

•
•

Accessible to out-lying areas of city
Extends bike paths, and trail network connections.

•

10
•

Creates green fingers and linear corridors of
Panamas natural landscape to retreat from the
urban congestion and noise.
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AMADOR PENINSULA

11
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creates Affordable housing near a mix of employment possibilities
Increased tax base

•
•

Accessible to out-lying areas of city
Extends bike paths, and trail network connections

Re-use of abandoned landscape
Extends restored areas of the natural environment
Low emissions mass transit reduces automobile
footprint

•

Enhances community with the introduction of
Panama’s natural Flora and Fauna
Extends city’s parks and openspace

Creates community that promotes health and
well being for lower income families

•
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AMADOR PENINSULA
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AMADOR PENINSULA

13
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creates Affordable housing near a mix of employment possibilities
Increased tax base

•
•

Accessible to out-lying areas of city
Extends bike paths, and trail network connections

Re-use of abandoned landscape
Extends restored areas of the natural environment
Low emission mass transit reduces automobile
footprint

•

Enhances community with the introduction of
Panama’s natural Flora and Fauna
Extends city’s parks and openspace

Creates community that promotes health and
well being for moderate income families

•
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AMADOR PENINSULA

14
•
•
•
•

13

•
•

Creates middle income housing near a mix of
employment possibilities
Increased tax base
Re-use of abandoned landscape
Extends restored areas of the natural environment
Extends low emission mass transit, reducing
automobile footprint
Creates community that promotes health and
well being for middle income families

•
•

Accessible to out-lying areas of city
Extends mass transit, light rail, bike paths, and
trail network connections

•

Enhances community with the introduction of
Panama’s natural Flora and Fauna
Extends city’s parks and openspace

•
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AMADOR ISLAND
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The above image identifies general location of the following (6) graphics.

AMADOR ISLAND
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AMADOR ISLAND

1
•
•
•
•

Increased tourism
Increased employment possibilities
Increased tax base
Mixed use development

•
•

•
•

Re-use of abandoned landscape
Extends restored areas of the natural environment

•

•

Creates areas that promotes interaction between visitors and local community

•

•

Accessible to out-lying areas of city
Extends mass transit, water taxi, light rail,
bike paths, and trail network connections
Mixed use destinations
Enhances community with the introduction of
Panama’s natural Flora and Fauna
Extends city’s parks and openspace
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AMADOR ISLAND

2
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AMADOR ISLAND

3
•
•
•
•

Increased tourism
Increased employment possibilities
Increased tax base
Mixed use development

•
•

Re-use of abandoned landscape
Extends restored areas of the natural environment

•

Creates areas that promotes interaction between visitors and local community

•
•
•
•
•

Accessible to out-lying areas of city
Extends mass transit, water taxi, light rail, bike
paths, and trail network connections
Mixed use destinations
Enhances community with the introduction of
Panama’s natural Flora and Fauna
Extends city’s parks and openspace
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AMADOR ISLAND
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AMADOR ISLAND
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AMADOR ISLAND

5

6

•
•

Re-use of abandoned landscape
Extends restored areas of the natural environment

•
•

Accessible to out-lying areas of city
Extends mass transit, light rail, bike paths, and
trail network connections

•
•

Re-use of abandoned landscape
Extends restored areas of the natural environment

•

Creates areas that promotes interaction between visitors and local community
Creates low cost mass transit

•

Enhances community with the introduction of
Panama’s natural Flora and Fauna
Extends city’s parks and openspace

•

Creates areas that promotes interaction between visitors and local community
Creates a healtherier environment to live in

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Accessible to out-lying areas of city
Extends bike paths, and trail network connections
Creates boat access, water taxi and marina
Enhances community with the introduction of
Panama’s natural Flora and Fauna
Extends city’s parks and openspace

C O N C LU S I O N
FINAL THOUGHTS
For Panama City, the price of growth has become alarmingly apparent. The city’s growing population is creating
serious demands for land and housing. Backed my international developers, and boasting as one of the top retirement locations in the America’s, the city is in the midst of
having the fastest growing economy in Central America.
Sitting in one of the largest mangrove areas in Central
America, the city is battling over how best to protect the
natural resources while accommodating the city’s future
development. On one side of the issue developers are
pushing to permanently shrink Panama’s wetlands which
is protected by an international wetlands treaty and is
inhibiting there will to develop.
On the other side, environmentalists are warning that
unmanaged, careless development threatens one of the
worlds richest ecosystems and is destroying the shorelines natural defense against heavy rains and powerful
waterflows.
The work presented in this document respects both sides
of the issue and has implemented a plan that presents a
balance between conservation and development and celebrates the two by creating a model that marries the two
in a sustainable practical model.
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http://www.google.com/earth (top)
http://www.hotle-hilliesheim.de (bottom)
http://www.turenscape.com (top collage)
http://www.turenscape.com (bottom collage)
http://www.turenscape.com (top)
http://www.turenscape.com (bottom)
http://www.turenscape.com
http://www.turenscape.com (top left)
http://www.turenscape.com (top right)
http://www.turenscape.com (bottom)
http://www.mongabay.com (top)
http://www.mongabay.com (bottom)
http://www.whsrn.org (top)
http://www.whsrn.org (bottom)
http://www.whsrn.org (top)
http://www.whsrn.org (bottom)
http://www.skyscrapercity.com
http://www.google.com/earth
http://www.google.com/earth
http://www.google.com/earth
http://www.adventuresmith.com (top)
http://www.google.com/earth (top left)
http://www.panamaandy.com (top Right)
http://www.google.com/earth (top left)
http://www.skyscrapercity.com (top right)
http://www.tucaya.com (top left & center)
http://www.google.com/earth
http://www.google.com/earth
http://www.google.com/earth
http://www.google.com/earth
http://www.google.com/earth
http://www.google.com/earth
Courtesy of Fernando Chichette
http://www.besthomesbc.com/surrey-condo (top left)
http://www.sarcoarchitects.com/sarco-architects-panama-com (left center)
http://www.valuabledirt.com/2012/05/26/700-marine-north-vancouver (lower left)
http://www.homeaway.com/vacation-rental (upper right)
http://www.davinong.com/design/1633/storey-modern-townhouse (center right)
http://www.weknowurban.com (lower right)
http://www.archivisionstudio.com/architectural-rendering/house (upper left)
http://homedesignhome.com/alki-homes (upper right)
http://urbanliving.com/2009/09/25/modern-wallingford-townhouse/ (center right)
http://maxsellvegas.com/condo/greenvalley-lofts (lower right)
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